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Recorders’ Newsletter
Issue 16 – Autumn 2013
Welcome to the Autumn issue of the Powys and Brecon Beacons National Park Recorders’
Newsletter. Apologies that it is later than expected, but I think you will find the articles interesting
and informative. Thanks again for all the contributions from local recorders which help to inform
and promote wildlife watching and recording to a wider public.
We welcome articles and news for the next issue, due May 2014
Janet Imlach – Editor
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BIS Catchup
October/ November has been a very busy time at BIS. I have been preparing for the BIS AGM and
Board of Directors meeting which was on 14 th November. In particular I have prepared a Members
report for the financial year April 2012 – March 2013 which includes information on the BIS
financial position, staff update, products and services and statistics on data held. This is now
available publicly on the BIS website having been passed by the Directors at the AGM.
IT

Figure 1- LRC Wales DAT main search page

Steve has continued to develop the on-line
Data Access Tool (DAT). The fast
broadband connection was finally made in
July and BIS is now part of Public Sector
Broadband Aggregation (PSBA) hosted by
BBNPA. The four LRC species data sets in
Wales have now been brought together
though Geoserver and can be accessed and
queried by the DAT. After consultation with
the other LRCs the DAT has been refined
and BIS partners are starting to use it. BIS
has done training with the rangers, planners
and education staff at BBNPA and is about to
organise training with PCC staff. LRC Wales
has recently agreed to trial the system with
the Trunk Road Agency ecologists. This will
allow these partner users to access current
species and site information immediately for
planning and operation needs. It also allows
staff to promote BIS and the importance of
wildlife recording through their education
work.

The three Powys Wildlife Trusts have been
offered access to records within their
Reserves and Wildlife Sites, which will help
with their management and hopefully encourage quicker data exchange for those sites. We are
now ready to offer access to County recorders for their relevant taxon group and geographical
area. The on-line verification for county recorders is not yet available, as Steve feels it should be
revised, but recorders will be able to search, map and download relevant records. (Figure 1 shows
the main data search page). All users can create 10km square distribution maps of records held
by LRC Wales but the public access will not show sensitive records at 1km square. (See Figures 2
and 3). The public access has not yet been made available as we would like to feature that in the
new BIS website being developed over the winter.
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Figure 2 - Globeflower 10km square distribution map of records held by LRC
Wales produced by Data Access Tool

Figure - Globeflower distribution map zoomed
in to 1km square

LRC Wales update

In June, Alun Davies, WG Minister
for Food and Natural Resources made a Statement on the ‘The Pollinator Action Plan and State of
Nature Report’ which said: “As a first step we need to improve the robustness of our Welsh data.
We will, therefore, produce an audit of the data we have available in Wales to start working
towards benchmarking our progress...”
LRC Wales felt that the Minister and WG officials were maybe not aware of the role of LRCs
managing biodiversity data over the last 10 years. I wrote to Minister on behalf of four LRC Wales
managers to introduce ourselves and emphasise previous ministerial support for the LRC network.
I then also produced an audit report for the WG on the data held by LRC Wales and emphasised
the role of county recorders in supplying and verifying records. This audit is now available on the
BIS website. A LRC’s rep was then invited to a Summit on biodiversity at Royal Welsh Show which
Adam Rowe attended. Following that the LRC managers were invited to meet Alun Davies at
Cardiff on 15th October where we discussed our role in biodiversity data management.
Janet Imlach (BIS Manager)
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Figure 3 - Helophilus trivittatus

Hoverflies for
beginners

My interest in these smart and lively insects
goes back a long way. When we were eleven,
a friend and I spent summer days catching
them in his garden and killing them in a jam
jar of crushed laurel leaves from the
surrounding hedge. Now entering second
childhood I have started to collect them again,
but this time with camera and notebook and
the new WILDguides ‘Britain’s Hoverflies’ by
Stuart Ball and Roger Morris. The book
includes 165 of the 281 British species,
selected as those most likely to be found.
Some can be identified by eye and
photographs, others require a closer look or
microscopic examination. The texts for each
species use symbols to indicate the level of
difficulty, and include Identification, Similar Species, Observation Tips, Threat status, Frequency,
Flight Period and Distribution Map. The facing pages carry large clear photographs with pointers to
key identification features. There is a general introduction to the group, and advice on when and
where to look and how to collect, record and conserve them. Proper entomologists will also want
the complete 2002 revised key by Stubbs and Falk, but I
shall be happy to use this excellent guide to identify the Figure 4 - Helophilus hybridus
more obvious species.
Since mid-August I have entered thirteen species into
my garden list, and I have seen four more on the Devil’sbit Scabious and Knapweed at Llangasty which have
been so full of insects this summer. Among hundreds of
Helophilus pendulus I found H. hybridus and
H.trivittatus.
The maps on the Hoverfly Recording Scheme website
www.hoverfly.org.uk show one previous Breconshire
record for hybridus – SO12 in 2001, and two for
trivittatus – SO012 in 1986 and SO02 in 2001. There is a
lot of blank space on mid-Wales hoverfly maps which
you could help to fill with the aid of this Guide.
Keith Noble
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The ‘logjam’ hoverfly Chalcosyrphus eunotus - new to
Montgomeryshire (VC47
Figure 5 - Chalcosyrphus eunotus on sunlit log

Chalcosyrphus eunotus is a scarce woodland hoverfly
associated with a rather specialist habitat niche. The
saproxylic larval stage of the life cycle is spent in coarse
woody debris in woodland streams. They seem to use
semi-submerged logs of deciduous trees like alder, birch
etc. Smallish trunks or reasonably biggish branches will do
fine, either on their own or in nice big log jams in the
dappled spring sunlight. It probably helps if the streams
don’t dry out too much in the summer and probably aren’t
subjected to really destructive high flows in the winter. As flies go, the adult is a fairly big one, and
could be described as a fuzzy hive/honey bee mimic. It can be found for just a few weeks in
spring, between April and June, provided it is nice and warm and sunny. Unlike the hoverflies you
see in your garden or the brightly coloured ones on flowers, adult C. eunotus only ever seem to be
observed sitting on sunlit vegetation or in-channel logs. No feeding by adults has been observed,
or any observations in literature found. It has been suggested that perhaps adults are feeding on
tree flowers or aphid honeydew in the
Figure 6 - Hoverfly Recording Scheme UK distribution map for
canopy but we don’t really know.
Chalocosyrphus eunotus (pre-2013)
When I moved up to
Montgomeryshire in 2008, I thought
it would be worth a look in some of
the woodlands along the Mont’s side
of the border, given that there were
quite
a
few
recently
found
Shropshire sites along the Marches.
The species was first recorded in the
UK in 1899 from woodland near
Ledbury, Herefordshire, and is
mainly known from sites along the
Marches and West Midlands with
some outlying sites in South West
England and North Wales. In
Europe, it is found from the UK in the
west to Spain in the south and
across to Poland and Romania in the
east. It has only recently been
discovered in some countries (e.g.
Netherlands in 2002). In the UK it is
currently listed in the Red Data Book
as ‘vulnerable’.
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Figure 7 Locations searched in Spring 2013
(Red new sites, Blue – none found)
Despite thinking every year that I’d get out and have
a look, it took until spring 2013 to finally get round to
doing it. I arranged to get together with Shropshire
entomologist Nigel Jones who knows the species
well, and has found new sites in Shrops. The spring
was late in 2013, and I think when we met up and
headed out on the 10th May, it was still a bit too
early. But despite not finding any, Nigel was
impressed with the quality of the habitat of the sites I
showed him, and thought it would be worth returning
in better weather.
So in the following weeks I took a proper look at 9
sites in total - 6 sites in Montgomeryshire (VC47), 1
site in Radnorshire (VC43), 1 site in Caernarfonshire
(VC49) and 1 in Denbighshire (VC50). The 20th May
was bright and sunny, and as I was driving up from
Newtown to Llanymynech I stopped to eat my
sandwiches by the stream at Dolforwyn Dingle, a Montgomeryshire Wildlife Trust Reserve near
Abermule. This was one of the potential sites Nigel had been impressed with ten days earlier.
After only a short while I spotted a likely looking thing land on a broken branch spanning the
stream, dropped the sandwich, took a look through the binoculars, and there it was, the first
Chalcosyrphus eunotus. By the time I’d made my mind up whether to go for the net or the camera
it was off. Fortunately, I then netted one which was sitting on a saturated piece of wood in the
stream a few minutes later. Plenty of Portevinia maculata hoverflies were also flitting about around
the wild garlic Allium ursinum as the larvae of this species tunnel through the bulbs of this plant. I
then found more C. eunotus at Todleth Wood near Churchstoke (VC47) on the 31st May and Coed
Plas-Uchaf near Abergele (VC50) on my way up to a meeting in Bangor on the 5 th June, and then
in the dingle woodland at Gregynog (VC47) on the 6th June. These sites also had lots of other nice
woodland hoverflies including species of Brachyopa, Brachypalpus (which is quite similar looking),
Criorhina, Sphegina and Xylota. I did also look at a few other sites in Montgomeryshire around
Abermule, Leighton, and Llandysil, as well at a quick look at Cilcenni dingle near Llowes,
Radnorshire on my way back from Hay Festival. Although I didn’t find any here, most of them
looked like perfect habitat for C. eunotus and it would definitely be worth checking more
woodlands down the marches as well as seeing how far west they can be found.
For further reading on this hoverfly, or the coarse woody debris habitat in woodland streams see:
Jukes (2009) Chalcosyrphus eunotus: A Red Data Book hoverfly: Its status, distribution, ecology and conservation.
Staffordshire Wildlife Trust. (can be downloaded for free off the internet – just google it).
Godfrey and Middlebrook (2007) Invertebrates Associated with Coarse Woody Debris in Streams and Rivers in
Britain. British Wildlife Feb 2007.
Godfrey (2003) A Review of the invertebrate interest of Coarse Woody Debris in England. English Nature Research
Reports 513. (can be downloaded for free off the internet – just google it).

Alastair Hotchkiss
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Earth-born stars shine in Montgomeryshire
Figure 8 – Glow-worm male on female

In our well-lit modern world, we are unlikely to notice the tiny
lights of Glow-worms, about as bright as an LED indicator on
a hi-fi. Yet, when taking a summer walk in the dark you may
find these captivating insects surprisingly close to home. 43%
of females glow for only one night, so some luck is needed to
find one, even if you do happen to be out late enough without
artificial light!
The Glow-worm, Lampyris noctiluca, is in-fact not a worm at
all, but a beetle. Not that the female looks like a beetle; she is
wingless and bears a remarkable resemblance to a larva! She
doesn’t need wings, though, as her sole purpose is to attract
a male to mate with, before laying her eggs. To do this she
glows brightly from two luminous bands on her abdomen and
waits for the winged male to find her.
Glow-worms are no longer found in the numbers they used to
be, but researchers are still in the dark over why this is. Are
they in decline or are they just becoming more elusive? To try
and get a clearer picture for North Powys, Montgomeryshire
Wildlife Trust undertook a survey for the species during
summer 2013.

The survey focussed on finding Glow-worms at three sites in
Montgomeryshire, all of which had historical records on site or
nearby. Heading out after 11pm, suitable habitat was walked
without the aid of artificial light to be sure of spotting those strange green lights in the grass! Each
site was visited three times in July, with a week between each visit and this happened to coincide
with a long, warm, dry spell, perfect for the hunt!
Whilst we didn’t find large numbers of Glow-worms, we were able to prove that the species was
still present on all the sites. The best night was
at Llanymynech Rocks Nature Reserve, on a Figure 9 – Glow-worm on stone
balmy, moonlit night (21oC at 11pm!), where we
counted 10 glowing females; at times like that
you can see why they are sometimes called
‘earth-born stars’!
Whilst it was the glowing females we were
searching for, we did manage to spot the other
‘forms’ too. On the first visit to Allt Dolanog, we
spotted a female in the nick of time, as she was
just starting to mate with the male she’d
attracted. Two weeks later, one sharp-eyed
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volunteer managed to spot a larva, which typically only glows for a few seconds at a time!
You can help us find out more about Glow-worms by reporting your sightings from anywhere in
Montgomeryshire. Have you seen some during a night stroll over the summer? Did you see them
in an area years ago, but not for a while? Have you seen a larva? Please get in touch to help us
build up our knowledge base on this elusive species.
You can report your sightings via the website (www.montwt.co.uk), contact Tammy Stretton,
Conservation Officer, on tammy@montwt.co.uk or 01938 555654, or pop in to the Welshpool
office.
Tammy Stretton (MWT Conservation Officer)

New bat species recorded in Montgomeryshire
The
Nathusius'
Pipistrelle is known
to migrate long
distances,
with
populations
in
Eastern
Europe
flying south and
west
for
the
breeding season.
The
resident
population in the
UK is boosted
during the summer
by these migrants,
and they become
especially obvious
during the autumn
when the males
establish 'lekking
roosts' from which
they spend many
nocturnal
hours
calling to attract
females that are flying overhead. Although there have been occasional instances of Nathusius'
Pip's in our neighbouring counties, they have never been detected in Montgomeryshire, until now!
During a survey near Newtown in the last week in September, a member of the Montgomeryshire
Bat Group recorded a very special series of calls. In addition to the characteristic echolocation
calls of Common and Soprano Pipistrelles, the sonogram included some with a peak frequency
down at 38kHz. This was later confirmed by a national expert as our first record of a Nathusius'
Pipistrelle.

Figure 10 - Nathusius' Pipistrelle sonogram

As well as its rarity, the lack of previous records is probably also due to the low numbers of people
listening, so the challenge now is to gather more records and to find some roosts - a process that
is being carried out all over the UK with varying degrees of success. If you would like to get
involved, please contact the Montgomeryshire Bat Group.
Simon Cope – Montgomeryshire Bat Group
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Insects love thistles!
Not only do the flower-heads provide abundant nectar and/or pollen for bees, butterflies and
hoverflies, but different parts of the thistle plants provide food for many other species. Thistles
are their home, some species specialising in living on just one species of thistle!
The flower-heads themselves are also host to several species of what are known commonly as
picture-winged flies Tephritidae, as most have attractive dark spotting or bars across their wings.
Males establish territories on the plants and defend this against other males, waving and
displaying his wings to his opponent whilst rocking his body and jumping about! Hopefully this
behaviour chases off his opponent. Several species of these flies lay eggs on developing flowerheads (some different species on the stems), the larva upon hatching then burrowing down into
the floret where it induces the plant tissue to swell, so producing what we know as galls. Hence
the alternative name of gall flies. The fully grown fly larvae overwinter in the thistle head to
emerge the following summer.
Several other insect groups do the same as the gall flies, these including a few small moths
some of which are gall fly predators. There is even a small group of gall midges Cecidomiidae
some of which feed inside the flower-heads as the gall flies do, and some of which also predate
the gall fly larvae! Several tiny chalcid wasps are also parasitic on the gall fly larvae.
Many beetle species feed as larva in the stems or leaves including weevils Curculionidae and
leaf beetles Chrysomelidae. A member of the latter is the tortoise beetle Cassida rubiginosa
which occurs commonly on thistles. As its name suggests, the adult is green, rounded and looks
a bit like a tortoise! Eight species of leaf-mining flies Agromyzidae are known from thistles. Their
larvae feed inside the leaves and produce characteristic linear mines on the upper leaf surface.
Sap suckers include two common species called lace-bugs Tingidae, which look weird but
beautiful. These have a lacy waxy appearance with wide splayed out edges around their body
and long ridges down the thorax. One is only found on creeping thistle and the other spear
thistle where they pierce the plants with their fine needle-like mouthparts to suck the juices.
So love them or loath them (it’s no secret I love them!), thistles are home for a distinct fauna of
insects which are found nowhere else!
Phil Ward, Radnorshire Invertebrate Recorder

How bee-friendly are our gardens?
On a very hot day at the beginning of August seven members of Abergavenny and Crickhowell
Friends of the Earth Bee Cause Committee went on a “Bee-friendly Garden Crawl” to half a
dozen gardens in Abergavenny and Crickhowell to find out how well we are providing for the
needs of pollinating insects – bees, butterflies, hover flies, moths etc. A range of different
gardens were visited, small and large, tidy and wild, mostly pesticide-free, and owned by people
who are trying to do their bit for pollinators. With the guidance of our kind hosts and armed with
our bee and butterfly ID charts (courtesy of Buglife) and cameras we tracked down as many
pollinating insects as we could find.
What we saw gave us grounds for hope that we CAN take action to help reverse the potentially
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catastrophic decline in pollinating insects, even on a small scale in our own gardens, by growing a
good range of pollinator-friendly plants, taking care to include plants that flower in spring, early and
late summer to maintain the food supply for insects, avoiding sterile bedding plants like
pelargoniums and begonias that provide no
Figure 11 – Bees on Allium
nectar or pollen for pollinating insects and
refraining from drenching our lawns and borders
in pesticides and herbicides.
There were plenty of bumblebees in evidence,
especially
buff-tailed
bumblebees,
tree
bumblebees (a relative newcomer that is thriving
here), red-tailed bumblebees and carder bees as
well as small solitary bees and hoverflies, but
regrettably very few butterflies except small
whites and the occasional meadow brown and
peacock. We saw next to no honey bees, proof,
if any were needed, of the massive contribution
that wild bees make to pollination.
Popular pollinator plants included lavenders; herbs, especially thyme, marjoram, chives and
borage; catmint (Nepeta); annual cornflowers; poppies; thistles (Cirsium); ornamental onions
(Alliums); dead nettles (Lamium); penstemons; astrantia; lupin; mallow (Malva moschata); single
roses and dahlias; snapdragons; daisies of all sorts – pink erigeron, yellow coreopsis, yellow and
orange gaillardia, ox-eyed daisies; white clover (in unmown lawns); perennial geraniums;
buddleia; foxgloves; centaurea; scabious and campanulas of various kinds.
We saw wasps (not often identified as pollinators but they do play their part) feeding on prickly
eryngiums and statuesque angelica, and bees crowding onto the perfectly spherical white globes
of leek flowers, the dark red flowers of Allium sphaerocephalon and silhouetted against the yellow
flowers of fennel. We inspected bee hotels where grateful solitary bees had found an ideal spot to
lay their eggs, sealing up the bamboo tubes with mud and leaves.
Figure 12 – Wasps on Angelica
This long hot summer has finally given our pollinating
insects a fighting chance to replenish their numbers after
several disastrous wet, chilly summers but they will need
all the help they can get if their numbers are ever to
recover. We can all help to increase their chances of
survival by providing suitable board and lodging for them
in our gardens. After all our flowers need them as much
as they need our flowers.
For a comprehensive list of good pollinator plants check
the RHS “Perfect for Pollinators” website. The
International Bee Research Association in Cardiff
(www.ibra.org.uk) produces a very useful booklet called
“Garden plants valuable to bees”. The Bumblebee
Conservation Trust (www.bumblebeeconservation.org) the
Butterfly Conservation Trust (www.butterfly-conservation.org ) and the Friends of the Earth Bee
Cause (www.foe.co.uk) are also invaluable sources of information.
Sue Harrison
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Breconshire Dragonflies 2013
Figure 13 – Keeled skimmer
Warm days brought out the dragonflies on
Mynydd Illtud at the shallow western pool
Traeth Bach and along the Camlais stream. On
4th June I noted 80 Four-spotted Chasers, and
on 20th July 35 Keeled Skimmers including one
in mixed tandem with a Black Darter, and 30
Scarce Blue-tailed Damselflies. The pool was
really buzzing on 22nd August when I counted
38 Common Hawkers, 84 Black and 43
Common Darters, and at least 130 Emerald
Damselflies. These same species were also
present in good but less spectacular numbers
at Pant y Llyn on 31st August. The meadows by
the Lake at Llangasty in June held Variable and
Common Blue Damselflies in hundreds rather
than the thousands which sometimes appear,
and relatively few Migrant and Southern
Hawkers in September and October. A Brown
Hawker at Penlan Ponds Brecon on 26th August
was the first I have seen there, adding a new
10km square to the Atlas now on pre-publication offer from the British Dragonfly Society – 30
years ago this spreading species was absent from Wales.
I shall collate dragonfly records for BDS and BIS in December and look forward to your
contributions.
Keith Noble - County Dragonfly Recorder VC 42 Breconshire

Moth dissection workshop at BIS
On 12 November three dedicated entomologists attended a workshop on the dissection of critical
species of lepidoptera. Topics covered were:


Why look at moth genitalia?



Options – live examination and dissection



Equipment and materials



Procedure – preparation and dissection/display



Slide production and labelling



Interpretation of the slide
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A number of long-dead specimens were brought in, some of which were larger moths but there
were also some very small micro-moths.
Figure 14 - Crinan Ear Amphipoea crinanensis (Burrows)

Of especial interest was a group of Ear moths brought in by two of the participants. There are four
British species, Ear Moth, Large Ear, Saltern Ear and Crinan Ear, which can only be separated
with certainty by dissection of the genitalia. They each have slightly different habitat requirements
and, within a particular geographical area, tend to be fairly constant in external characteristics. As
far as is known, only Ear Moth and Large Ear occur in Breconshire and these show very little
variation so can be confidently identified. However, moths of these species from elsewhere in the
UK can sometimes have quite a different appearance.
So it was of great interest to find that included in the moths that had been brought for dissection
we had some that had been tentatively identified as three of the four; Ear Moth, Large Ear and
Crinan Ear. In fact on dissection of the moths that originated from elsewhere in Wales, or from
England, examination of the resulting slides showed that these tentative identifications had been
correct. We also found that we could take pics with our smartphones down the eyepiece of the BIS
dissecting microscopes and these came out amazingly well. Pictured is a slide of Crinan Ear taken
by Chris Manley.
Norman Lowe
County Moth Recorder for VC42 Breconshire
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Apples, apps, and habitat maps
Survey reveals state of British orchard habitat
A report released in October by the People’s Trust for Endangered Species (PTES) has found
that of around 1 000 hectares of remaining traditionally managed orchard identified in Wales,
over a third of sites (35%) are neglected or threatened, and only 7% are in excellent condition.
This survey adds significantly to the national inventory of traditional orchards in the UK and
knowledge about this habitat.
Traditional orchards provide excellent conditions for wildlife to thrive and are home to at least
1800 species of wildlife. However, neglect, pressure from land development and changes to
agricultural practices, including the use of pesticides and herbicides, led to an estimated 94%
reduction in traditional orchard habitat in Wales during the last half of the 20th century and a 90%
decline in England.
Following the completion of a similar survey in England, wildlife charity PTES was commissioned
by Countryside Council for Wales (now part of Natural Resources Wales) and funded by Esmée
Fairbairn Foundation to record and map the number and condition of traditional orchards in
Wales. Analysis by PTES reveals that only 7% of Wales’ remaining traditional orchards are in
excellent condition, 58% good and 35% poor. In their previous study of English traditional
orchards published in 2011, PTES announced a similar state of affairs, with nearly half of
England’s remaining orchards in poor condition (45%), and 9% in excellent condition with the
remainder good.
Steve Oram, Orchard Biodiversity Officer at PTES, who led the project, says: “This is a brand
new data set for Wales that will help people use and conserve our remaining traditional orchards.
By producing local food and cider we can benefit woodpeckers, bullfinches and hundreds of
other species associated with traditional orchards. If this habitat continues to disappear, we face
losing not only all that wildlife but also rare fruit varieties, traditions, customs and knowledge.”
Hilary Miller, Natural Resources Wales, adds: “Traditional orchards often provide important areas
for our wildlife and in particular pollinators such as bees and butterflies which have declined in
recent years. Mapping out the orchards will help us to protect them and preserve local species of
apple and other fruit which are an important part of our cultural heritage."
The year-long project in Wales has involved 120 local volunteers who have visited about 20% of
the orchards, recording the species, age and condition of the fruit trees – and contributing some
123 volunteer days to the project. The owners of 145 orchards also responded to questionnaires,
providing additional valuable information at a local level.
A new mobile app will make the task of adding sites and collecting data easier, and is open to
anyone with access to a smartphone. The Traditional Orchard and Fruit Tree Survey app can be
downloaded for free from your usual sources.
The inventory project is now underway in Scotland, adding to the data for the UK and providing a
practical resource for preserving and managing these habitats.
http://ptes.org/files/2218_traditional_orchard_habitat_inventory_of_wales_report.pdf
The Peoples Trust for Endangered Species
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Brecknock Wildlife Trust calls for owl pellets and
mammal poo!!
BWT would like samples of owl pellets (preferably labelled with the date & location where they were
found) and also mammal poo, for education days. Especially could do with a hedgehog, fox, mink,
bat and mice poo – etc If anyone has any please let Steph Coates at BWT know and she will
arrange collection or provide containers as well if required.
Steph Coates

Events and useful links
Pellet Dissectathon!
Radnorshire Local Mammal Group and The Mammal Society are pleased to be running a
free, barn owl pellet dissection workshop.
It will take place at the Elan Valley Visitor Centre on 30th November 2013 between 10:30
and 3pm.
Places are limited so please book by emailing: radnorshiremammalgroup@live.com
Wildlife Trusts
http://www.brecknockwildlifetrust.org.uk/events.html
http://www.rwtwales.org/index.php/events.html
http://www.montwt.co.uk/events.html
Brecon Beacons National Park
http://www.breconbeacons.org/events
Life Long Learning at Aberystwyth University
http://www.aber.ac.uk/en/media/2012-2013-courses-%28chronological%29.pdf
Welsh Biodiversity Partnership Newsletter
http://us2.campaign-archive2.com/?u=2cf93706f530c57a639a2c5cc&id=cff09a8b77
LRC Wales
http://www.sewbrec.org.uk/news.page
http://www.wwbic.org.uk/news_events.asp
http://www.cofnod.org.uk/Calendar
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Biodiversity Information Service
Unit 4, 6 The Bulwark, Brecon, Powys, LD3 7LB
Tel: 01874 610881 Fax: 01874 624812 Email: info@b-i-s.org Website: www.b-i-s.org
Funding Partners
Natural Resources Wales
Powys County Council (PCC)
Brecon Beacons National Park Authority (BBNPA)
North & Mid-Wales Trunk Road Agency (MWTRA)
Brecknock Wildlife Trust
Welsh Government - Agriculture
Board of Directors
Norman Lowe (BWT/MWT representative) – Chairman
Sue Furber – Vice-chairman
Ian J.S. Rowatt (BBNPA)
Bob Dennison
John Wilson - Treasurer
Janet Imlach (Non-Director, Company Secretary)
Support Group
Emma Guy (PCC LBAP) – Chairman
Bradley Welch (BBNPA)
Steph Coates (BWT)
Tammy Stretton (MWT)
Jonathan Stone (RWT)
Michelle Delafield (North & Mid-Wales Trunk Road Agency)
Ken Perry (Natural Resources Wales)
Alastair Hotchkiss (NRW)
Rachel Price (PCC)
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